WHATEVER YOU NEED,
WHEREVER THE ROAD LEADS.

EXPERTLY-TRAINED TECHNICIANS
BEST-IN-CLASS PROTECTION
ONE-STOP SHOP FOR PARTS
GREATER PARTS DELIVERY
OEM EXPRESS SERVICE
TIME-SAVING TECHNOLOGY
EASE OF DOING BUSINESS EXCELERATED

VISIT FREIGHTLINER.COM/PARTS
TO LEARN MORE ABOUT FREIGHTLINER PARTS & SERVICE
ALL THE WAYS WE HELP YOU MAXIMIZE UPTIME

EXPERTLY-TRAINED TECHS
fix it fast, fix it right and tell you more along the way.

GREATER PARTS DELIVERY
through our network enables parts to reach 90% of our service locations within 24 hours, minimizing downtime.

BEST-IN-CLASS PROTECTION
including Extended Coverage and Preventive Maintenance plans.

TIME-SAVING TECHNOLOGY
uses telematics to reduce maintenance costs and improve fuel efficiency & safety.

OEM EXPRESS SERVICE
speeds diagnosis, estimates and repairs. Includes Express Assessment and Uptime Management Suite.

EASE OF DOING BUSINESS EXCELERATED
when you visit our new eCommerce site, featuring super-enhanced parts search, selection and shipment/tracking capabilities.

ONE-STOP SHOP FOR READILY AVAILABLE PARTS
including Genuine Parts, Premier Parts, Alliance Parts and Detroit Reman.